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First Term 2018-2019 Assessment (2) 

Name:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

3\................. 
 

HOD: Fadya Al Bayoush  

I- Reading ( 10 Marks) 

A) Vocabulary (4 marks) 

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d:  (4x1=4 marks) 

1- Always keep yourself ……………………….and smelling fresh. 

          a) fast              b) long                      c) neat 

2- Firemen ………………………. people. They are brave. 

         a) save                b) grow up                c) care 

3- My ……………………….is reading stories. 

         a) diary               b) smoke                  c) hobby 

4-The pilot flies ………………………….. 

         a) planes                b) clubs                     c) doctors 

 

B) Pictorial Reading Comprehension (6 marks) 

Read the following passage carefully then answer the questions below 

 

       One Monday, it was cold. Jan started to feel sick. Her 

nose was running. Her sister Sara is a doctor, she took her 

temperature, It was hot. Sara gave Jan medicine. Mom made 

some soup. Jan ate the soup. After a long sleep, she started 

to feel better.  

 

a)- Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: (4x1½=6):  

1- The best title is: 

       a)  The Medicine                b) The Bad Day              c) Cold Weather 

2- The underlined pronoun “she” in line 2 refers to: 

a) Jan                                 b) Mom                           c) Sara 

b)  

3- Jan didn’t go to school because: 

      a) it was cold                        b) Mom made soup         c) she was sick 

4-   In the picture, Jan is: 

      a) sleeping                             b) eating                        c) sleeping 
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II-Writing( 10 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer  from a, b, and c: (3x1=3 Ms) 

1- Nasser wants………………………………..a footballer.            

        a) being                b) to be                   c) be 

2- Last weekend, we ………………………..in the sea.  

a) swam               b) swimming             c) swim 

3- I………….......….tennis every Friday. 

        a) played              b) playing                 c) play 

 

a) Write three sentences about “My Hobby” by the help of guide pictures 

and words (4 Ms) 

 
 

 

 

 

    (hobby - sailing)                  (sea - hot)                    (fun - friend) 

..........................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................... 

b) Complete the text with the suitable words:(3x1=3) 

 

I want to be a ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,                     and work every day. I like 

 

 baking..................... and looking at it on the........................ 
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